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Court rejects argument
against land annexation
Earl Swift
Weldon Spring Heights. a 65-acre community of
around 200 persons in St. Charles County, has
successfully annexed 3,000 acres of land belonging
to the University of Missouri.
The St. Charles County Circuit Court rejected
the university's request that it nul1ify a June 22
decision of the St. Charles County Court approving
the annexation, Oct. 6.
"We're going to take some action, but at the
moment we're not sure what that action will be,"
said Jackson Wright, UM's general counsel. "It
may be a while before we determine what action
we'll take. The university does intend to take some
further action."
The university filed suit Aug. 16, stating that
the annexation violated state statutes in that the
consent of the property owenr was required before
the annexation of more than 10 acres of unsubdivided land used for farming purposes could
take place.
The suit also claimed that the annexation of
3,000 acres by a village of QS acres as unreasonable because the municipality would not be
capable of providing services for the addition. The
university also said that the County Court did not
have the authority to approve the annexation.
The County Court .approved the annexation just
eight days before the UM's Board of Curators
appproved the sale of 7,230 acres of the 8,000-acre
Weldon Spring tract to the Missouri Conservation
Commission.

"The contract provides that we will only
purchase the property if the university clears up
this annexation problem," said C. Hendricks, an
attorney for the commission.
Larry Heitkamp, town marshal of Weldon
Spring Heights, said that the push for annexation
of the land resulted from the town's fear that the
land would be developed commercially.
"We want to have a voice in the zoning and
how the land is used," said Heitkamp. "As long
as the Conservation Commission holds the ground,
there's no problem. H the university holds the
land, there's no problem. But if they sel1 it to a
developer, we want to protect ourselves."
John Perry, UMSL's vice chancel10r for administrative services, said, "There's really been no
attempt that I know of by the university to dispose
of the property to a commercial developer."
.
Hendricks said the Conservation Commission (
had not planned to seH the land to a developer
either. "We've never sold any of our land before,
and we'd have no intention of doing so," he said.
"Any type of commerical development would be
completely contrary to the Busch area and Weldon
Spring for our use. We've told the town that."
The Commission operates the August A. Busch
Wildlife Area, which is adjacent to the Weldon
Spring property.
"The worst thing that could happen is that St.
REACHING THE HEIGHTS: Larry Heitkamp, town marshal ' of
Louis might not be able to use this land,"
. Weldon Spring Helgbts, a tiny community In St. Charles Coanty,
Hendricks said. "I'd sure hate to see that
stands In front of university land bordering his property. The town
happen."
annexed 3,000 acres of UM's 8,000-acre tract In Jane. Last week the
[See "Weldon Spring," page S]
university lost its bid to get the land back [pboto by Earl Swift].

rudent government structure explained
Kevin KUeen
Earl Swift
Central Council is UMSL's student government t and
its purpose is to provide the university's administration
with an assessment of student opinion.
The Council, the power of which lies in suggesting
decisions. is composed of two different types of student
representatives. First, there are those elected by the
student body at Council's new-student elections during
the fan and at the organization's general elections which
usually occur in April. Each elected member represents '
SOO UMSL students.
Second, there are those appointed to ' the Council by
campus groups. Each recognized student organization
may name one of its members to serve as its representative.
The combined body of elected and organizational
representatives, presently totaling around SO, is broken
down into several standing committees.
The Administrative Committee conducts Council's
elections, reviews and developes the group's bylaws, anf

formulates procedures r egarding the handling of Council
business. It also, according to the organization's constitution, sel'Ves as a nominating body for positions
Council is requested or required to fill.
The Curriculum Committee is designed to study and
make recommendations on curriculum policy to the
Council.
Council's Grievance Committee was established to
collect and act upon student grievances in al1 areas.
The Publicity and Communications Committee is
designed to publicize Council events and publish ad hoc
committee reports.
..
The group's Course Evaluation Committee gathers
data on student response to a number of UMSL faculty ·
members and their courses, and publishes the results in
a booklet released annually.
Central Council's Executive Committee serves as a
committee on committees for the group. It establishes
the membership of each of the other committees,
reviews committee activities twice a year, and allocates
Council monies 'according to line items in the group's
budget.

In addition, the Exec.utive Comm.ittee pte pares
Council's budget request for Council approval and sets
out the agenda for aU Council meetings.
The committee is composed of the chairpersons of the
standing committees and Central Council;s officers.
One of those officers is UMSL's student body
president, who is elected in Council's general elections.
The president serves as chairperson of the Executive "
Committee, reports the committee's activities to the.
Council, and represents the UMSL student body to all
administrators and at functions at which students need
representation_
He is also, ' according to Council's constitution,
responsible for presenting to ' the group a program of
legislation. He does not serve as the president of the
group, but in a representative capacity.
Finally, the student body president, with the advice
and approval of Council, appoints two of the group'S'
other officers, the secretary and the treasurer.
The student body vice president, also named in
[See "CoaneU," page~)

Student protests
dismissal in suit
John Aubuchon, a former UMSL student, has filed a civil rights
complaint and is seeking 550,000 in damages against the university
in U.S. District Court.
Aubuchon was dismissed from the School of Education's student
teaching program in November 1976. His dismissal was at the
request of University City High School officials. Aubuchon was
engaged at student teaching at the school.

HEADING FOR THE MOUNTAINS: Student. sign up In the OfDee of Student Activities In the
• University Center for a sid trip to Colorado offered by the ofDee [photo by Earl Swift].

Aubuchon's complaint states that he was not given grounds or
evidence for his dismissal and he was not given an opportunity for
a hearing regarding his dismissal.
Named in the complaint were Hans Olsen, associate dean of
the School of Education; Julie Popkin, instructor of English;
Michele McGrath, coordinator for advisement and clinical service
for education; Albert Salsich, an instructor at University City High
School; and the UM Board of Curators.
According to officials at University City High, Aubuchon was
asked to leave the program because he did not conform to the
planned curriculum.
Aubuchon and the people named inthe complaint have refused to
comment on the case because it is in litigation.
Aubuchon was supposed to receive his degree and teaching
certificate 'in January, 1977.

r-......
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Pre-law counseling
to be held Oct. 8
Pre-law students, expecially seniors, should circle October 18 on
their calendars, according to Harry G. Mellman, UMSL's pre-law
advisor. On that date, from noon - 4pm, 50 law deans and
admissions directors from across the country will be available to
them in the lounge of the Women's Building at Washington
university. Students can take up with each of them their questions
about admissions policies, academic programs, costs and financial
aids.
The Women's Building is north-east of Wash U's Olin Library.
Parking is available at the east end of the campus.
No student, regardless of hes academic record or hes Law-SAT
score, can be certain of which law school will admit him, Mellman
said, since every law school has between 8-15 applicants for
admission for every seat available in the first year class. Students
may arrive late and leave early. Mellman plans to be present to
help UMSL students to pose their questions.

Degree applications due
UMSL students must file a degree application form in the office
of the dean of the school or college from which they intend to
graduate, according to Ethel M. Zucker, an academic advisor in
the College of Arts and Sciences. Zucker said this should be done,
"at least two semesters before students expect ot graduate."

New career couns.eling
services now available
A new service at UMSL called BASCIS (Business AlulmniStudent Career Information Service) a joint venture of the School of
Business Administration's offices of academic advising and alumni
association will be under the direction of Maxine Stokes, director 01
academic advising and her academic advising staff.
Stokes's office will maintain a file of interested alumni who have
agreed to discuss their jobs with interested students. The file card
on each alumnus will include the area of emphasis (accounting,
{llarketing, finance, etc.), job title, major job resoponsibilities and
the alumnus's name. The student will review the file, and a
mutually convenient appointment with the alumni will be arranged.
For more information, call (453)-5881.

Sharp to speak here
Samuel 1. Sharp, professor of international relations, The
American University, will be the guest speaker at an international
seminar sponsored by the Center for International Studies, October
12, from 8 - 5 pm in the McDonnell Conference room (room 331
SSB). The topic of discussion will be "Soviet Union and the United
States of America: Prospects for the 1980's.

ERA coalition needs
volunteers to canvas
The St. Louis members of the Missouri ERA Coalition have beed
engaged in telephone polling of registered voters in the first and .
third State Senate districts for the past eight weeks. They have .
reportedly identified over 1,200 people who favor ratification of the
Equal Rights Amendment and who want to be visited during .
neighborhood canvassing so they can discuss how to change their .
state senator's vote from "no" on ERA to "yes". To perform this
canvassing the group needs ten people each Saturday and Sunday
until the end of November. Students who want to engage in the
neighborhood canvassing may call the Missouri ERA Coalition
.
_
office at 6:4.7-3430..

Film to be presented
Joan Pearlman, co-director of Women's Programs in Continuing
Education-Extension, will present a film and discussion program,
"The Maturing Woman," October'17 at 1:40pm and Oct. 18 at .
12:4Opm in the Women's Center. The program will focus on issues of women in mid-life and will include a showing of the film, "The
Maturing Woman," written and directed by Joan Pearlman and
Joan Cohen.
The Women's Center holds regular drop-in discussion meetings
for mature students every Tuesday and Wednesday in 107A Benton
Hall. Anyone interested is invited.

Conference to be held
A conference organized to help primary and secondary school
teachers effectively deal with the new demands placed on them by
a 1976 federal law commonly referred to as "mainstreaming" will
be sponsored by UMSL October 20-21.
Centered around the theme "Meeting Special Needs of Special
People," the two-day regional conference is designed to help
teachers understand the scope and methodology of the "mainstreaming" law.
"Mainstreaming" requires teachers to teach to individual needs,
rather than strictly to the goals oJ a c1assr~ group, according to
Richard Thurman, assistant pro~ssor of educa~.
Through demonstrations of earning aids, curriculum labs and
"make it and take it" works ops, the conference seeks to help
teachers apply the latest specl ~ducation methodology to their
classroom work with physically handicapped and learning disabled
students.
Topics to be covered in the conference include counselor
education, educational psychology and physical education.
The conference will meet in the Education Office Building on the'
Marillac campus Oct. ' 20, 9am-5pm and on Oct. 21 from
8:30am-3:30pm.
.•
For more information on conference topics and fees, contact Joe
Williams of UMSL Continuing Education at (453)-5961.

WOKING TO THE FUTURE: UMSL Chancellor Arnold B. Grobman discusses the future of UMSL with
students, faculty and staff at a "Workshop on Planning for the Future of UMSL," October 9 [photo by
Rick Jackoway).

Future of UMSL discussed'
concern in the speeches. MacThe future of UMSL was the
Kinney specifies increased gradtopic of discussion for a crossuate programs and increasing
section of students, faculty and
enrollment of part-time students
staff at a half-day workshop,
as two ways of combatting the
October 9.
decreased in enrollment.
The workshop, organized by
Grobman suggested, "planthe Coordinating Council for
ners should think as broadly, as
Planning, was designed to help
wildly, as possible. Enough rethe council develop a document
strictions will be put on you
"which recommends guidelines
later."
and directions for the future
When the small groups met
planning and development of the
UMSL campus." Chancellor Arnold B. Grobman has requested
that the document be submitted
by February 1, 1979.
Before breaking into small
from page 1
groups to brainstorm about the
top priorities for the UMSL
Some of the homes in Weldon
campus, the 50 plus workshop • 'Spring Heights were originally
participants listened to speeches
constructed for armed forces
from Grobman; Arthur MacKinofficers working at a nearby
ney, vice chancellor for academic
ordnance plant during World
affairs; Everett Walters, vice
Warn.
chancellor for community affairs;
Remains of the ordnance plant
and Robert Rea, chairperson of
are located on the university's
the UMSL Senate.
property.
The speeches dealt with the
The tract is located roughly
importance of, problems in, and
west of the Missouri River, east
potential planning for UMSL.
of Highway 94, and south of
The drop in enrollment, down
Highway 40 in St. Charles
over four per cent, was a major

each was asked to give its top
five priorities for plotting the
future of UMS1. The groups
came up with improving curriculum programming and establishing dormitories as two of the
major ideas for helping increase
the university's role.
Eleven task groups are now
being formed to investigate further planning in all areas of the
UMSL community.

Weldon Spring---County, approximately 2S miles
west of St. Louis. It is named for
Weldon Spring, an unincorporated town north of the property.
Weldon Heights, incorporated
as a fourth-class town in 1950, is
reached via an access road from
Highway 94. The town owns
most of the road's length. Property surrounding the road is
owned by the university, as is all
of the land encircling the town
itself.
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is pleased to announce
the appointment of
the Miller Representative for
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Campus Representative

phone 314/647-7550

For a really great time, call your Miller Campus
representative. Find out what important services, equipment, and ideas can help make
your event a very successful one. When you've
got the time we've got ...
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Senate will not review
Gomberg's censure plea
The UMSL Senate will not
re-establish its defunct Committee on Faculty Irresponsibility
to hear Paul Gomberg's arguments for the censure of Chancellor Arnold B. Grobman, according to Robert Rea, chairperson of the organization. Rea
said at an October 10 meeting of
the Senate that the group's
executive committee made the
decision.
The Senate also heard resolutions regarding faculty research
monies, UMSL's Affirmative Ac. tion policy and the use of funds
obtained from the proposed sale
of the university's Weldon
Spring property at the meeting.
Gomberg, formerly an assis' tant professor in UMSL's Philosophy Department, was denied

tenure last year by Grobman for
what Gomberg called political
reasons. Gomberg is a communist.
In an August 8 letter to Rea,
Gomberg asked that his charges
of irresponsible conduct against
Grobman be heard by the Senate's Committee on Facu]ty Irresponsibility .
"The substance of these
charges is this: In speaking to
members of the university community and to the press the
Chancellor has on severa] instances given contradictory accounts of his reasons for making
a negative recommendation of
tenure and promotion in my case
this past year," the letter read.
"I believe that these contradictory accounts of his reasons

provide conclusive evidence that,
on more than one occasion, the
Chancellor has lied to the members of the university about his
actions and their motives. This
lying is grossly irresopnsible
conduct for any faculty member."
Grobman denied on several
occasions that omberg's political activities had bearing on his
decision to ' not recommend tenure.
The Committee on Faculty
Irresponsibility, according to Rea
was dissolved three years ago,
when its duties were taken on by
the Senate's Welfare and Grievance Committee. Rea said that
the group's Executive Committee decided not to 're-establish it.
The Senate also discussed a

There is more than one secret at •••

resolution submitted for adoption by the Committee on Faculty 'Research and Publication.
The resolution read, "Be it
resolved that in view of the fact
that the funds available for the
support of faculty research have
been essentially the same for
many years, the UMSL Senate
requests that such funds be
increased by at least 10 per cent
for the 1979-80 fiscal year."
The Senate voted to submit
the resolution to the Fiscal
Resources and Long-Range Planning Committee for review.
The Senate also approved a
statement outlining UMSL's Mfirmative Action policy for equalopportunity employment. The
statement read, "1. The university's goal is the hiring of the
best qualified faculty and staff
members. None of the items
below shall be construed to '
mean that minimally qualified or
unqualified persons shall be
hired/promoted.

"2. The university's Affirmative Action policy -provides that
in departments that do not
match the appropriate national
andlor local availability proportions, when a majority group
male and member of a protected
group are substantially equal]y
qualified, the member of the
protected group shall be offered
the position.
"3. When such a department
has an opportunity to- hire a well
qualified member of a protected
group , the department shall
make every effort to do so as
expeditiously as possible."
Grobman spoke on UMSL's
Affll'IIlative Action program in
an address at the beginning of
the meeting, saying that the
university' s efforts since 1974 to
recruit minorities and women
into its faculty showed positive
results.
"During the four-year period
we have consistently recruited at
[See "Senate," page 5]
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of these three locations:

• STEAMBO,AT $134
• WINTER PARK .$14S
• KEYSTONE$16'S

•
All trips include
'round trip, Greyhound bus service
,
and _
& days, 5 nights in beautiful
c:ondominiums. _Abern __te optional
purchases available at low costs.

FREE BEER BUST
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NOW
SHOWING

A ROBERT ALTMAN FILM

"A WEDDING"
" '

ARNAZ JR. CAR9L BURNETT GERALDINE CHAPUN HOWARD
MIA FARROW VITTORIO GASSMAN UWAN GISH LAUREN HUTTON
UNDFORS PAT McCORMICK DINAMERRILL NINA VAN PALLAN
(AND 32 ASSORTED FRIENDS, RELATIVES, AND UNEXPEOED ARRIVALS)
wa.mw. rtIOOUCD.

..ooucm ANO DINotO BY

TOMMY THOMPSON ROBERT ALTMAN
JOHN CONSIDINE PATRICIA RESNICK ALLAN NICHOLLS ROBERT ALTMAN
SOlOlllAY trY

ROBERT ALTMAN&IJOHN CONSIDINE

(Ii)!I A LION'S GATE FILMS PRODUCTION

COI'\'M;Hr © .978 l1I£PfT1£TH UNMY-FOX
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viewpoints
,
letters
commentary
Student .enrollment decrease Wants building named
shouldn't halt UMSL progress to honor Dred Scott
Like the failure of the Cardinal football
But I feel, in order to remain competitive,
season, the fact that UMSL enrollment is
UMSL must produce programs that interest
lower this year came as a surprise to very
students. No one knows better about what
few people. What was a surprise was the
students like than students.
intensity of both.
This is not to say that all programs
UMSL's enrollment was down 486 students
developed by these groups will be inacted,
since last year, a drop of 4.3 percent in total
but any attempt at reducing the possibly
devastating effects of reduced enrollment
enrollment. Even worse, this year's decrease
shows signs of becoming just one in a long
should be encouraged.
line of decreases.
There is a bright spot at the end of the
Since the "baby boom" classes are now enrollment picture, according to H.E. Muelout of high school, the pool of graduating ler, director of admissions. He announced at
seniors will be smaller in the near future.
the workshop that enrollment in kindergarden
Because enrollment decreases cost the Uni- is expected to be up this year. He explalined
versity money, recruiting students is a vital this is because the "baby boom" children are
concern in the planning for UMSL's future.
now having children.
Unfortunately, this has about the same
This concern was reflected when students,
faculty and staff met Monday at a "Work- consolation value as a Cardinal football coach
shop on Planning for the Future of UMSL.··
announcing that the Cardinal football record
The participants were asked to list in order of will give them a good pick in the college
priority the needs of UMSL for the future.
draft. Right now there is still many lean
What came out of the brainstorming sessions years ahead.
were progressive ideas, most of which
To get UMSL through these lean years will
pertained to expanding services to students.
take the help of students, faculty and staff.
Ideas most frequently mentioned included Work on these task groups is a good way to
establishment of dormitories and expansion show your concern for UMSL's future .
of course offerings . These improvements
could be beneficial, not only for recruiting
Rick]ackoway
students, but to the quality of life for
students presently enrolled.
Considering the imeortance to students of
planning, it is a shame that eight of the
approximately thirty students invited to -to-.....-I-----+--~---+---+--attend the workshop engaged in any part of _---:-'u_ _ _-t1_1...;..,84_2+1.....:1,:....1_88-+..;..11.;.:.,'J7;;..:.-4~1-0-,-8~88
the proceedings.
gocLate
1,.431 1,326 1,594 1,601
But for those students who did not attend -=-------+....:....-~......:..--+--=---+~-1_1 t-9_,_86_2_+_9;...,2_80-~9.:..,2_8_7_
or did no t rece i ve an in vi ta tion to the _un-::-det----:Qi~oOOate
_ _ _+_10_.4_
workshop there still is a way to get into this ~i1g
2,544 2,320 2,604 2,341
important phase of UMSL's planning. Eleven -,+..-.-..:::----+......:....--+......:....--+--=...;;......:....-of.......:....-task groups have been formed to take a more _.....
~7'_ _ _ _-+_7;...,86_7-+_7_,54_2-+7_,_1_76_+-6_,_9_4_6
in-depth look at possibilities, directions for ecLcation
585
524
488 435
the development of the UMSL campus.
-------t----t----+---If---The task groups are organized to examine busi1ess
682
7~
806 833
all dareas of life at UMSL: faculty, staff and -CI1s-'--.....;&sc~ience-'----+-6-,«1J-+-6-.2-5-2-+-5,-882--t--5-,6-7-8
stu ent development; physical facilities; exnot
tea-curricular activities; community relations; _men--...:
______+~~icSlIe=~-6...:.,656--+6...:.,~--1-t-=o-:V70..;.;iI..:o=bIe
needs for new programs, etc. Student input v.anen
~ 4,532 5 CJ73 not
on these task groups is vital. James Laue, _ _ _ _ _ _......L_ _---J'--_ _...I-_,_ _.&.;o:;.;v;. :o:. :.i;.:lo;.:b:.:I.:e
director of the Center for Metropolitan
This chart shows the breakdown In enroUment at
Studies, is in charge of these task group UMSL over the past four years. Evenlng and day
assignments.
totals and Individual school totals are for
It may seem strange to some that many of . undergraduate students only. The drop of enroDthe priorities have been for expanding funds, ment Is Indicative of a national trend In
even though we will be receiving less money. enroUment.

year

'75 '76
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Dear Egitor,
I enjoyed reading Mary Bagley's article "UMSL building
names reflect history" (Sept.
28).
I agree one of the buildings at
UMSL should be named in honor
of Ward E. Barnes for all the
Nork he has done for UMSL and
public education in Missouri.
Irene Cortinovis, UMSL archivist director. listed several
suggested names for buildings
not yet named at UMSL. She
listed Anne Lucas Hunt. Pierre
Laclede. Charles Lindbergh and
Susan Blow.
I would like to suggest the
name of Dred Scott. There is no
structure, street or monument
dedicated to the memory of Dred
Scott in the St. Louis area. The
Marillac Campus should be renamed the Dred Scott Campus.
Dred Scott was the slave of
Peter Blow, Susan Blow's grandfather, when he came to St.
Louis. Dred Scott is a veteran
even though his grave is not
marked with the American flag
on Veteran's Day. He was a
military slave stewart to U.S.
Army surgeon, John Emerson,
his second owner.

One of the reasons Dred Scott
sued John Emerson's widow's
second husband, John F.A. Sanford. for his freedom was because he stayed in St. Louis
while the Sanfords lived in New
York and it was difficult for him
to gain employment because of
this "absentee slave owner"
relationship. It was difficult for
Dred Scott to be hired and paid
for his labor without permission
from his distant master. In other
words he sued because he
wanted to work and support
himself and his family ... an admirable quality for an aging
slave ... wouldn't you say? Dred
Scott's descendants are still living in the St. Louis area.
The Dred Scott decision nullified the Missouri Compromise.
influenced the introduction and
passage of the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, and helped bring on the
Civil War. Supreme Court Chief
Justice Roger B. Taney. a slave
owner, voted with the majority
against Dred Scott.
Dred Scott's name reflects a
lot of history and is worthy of
honor by UMSL.
Your avid reader,
AI Katzenberger

Says Current ~Iecti~e
in defending liberties
Dear Editor:
I have just read your editorial
in your Oct. 5 issue, entitled
"Pornography Crusade Threatens Civil Liberty." I sure am
glad there are people that are
concerned about defending our
civil liberties .• I was particularly
touched by your statement. "In
a University setting. designed as
a place where individuals may
be exposed to various ideas and
forms of expression the danger
of censorship is easily realized."
I agree, our country was
founded on the principles of
representation. free speech and
peaceful assembly.
What I haven't yet been able
to understand is why you have
been so selective in your defense
of people's civil liberties. You
defend with vigor the right of
the University to provide space
for and student access to magazines that were originally designed for lonely men who spent
all their spare time in the gym.
And at the same time not say
one word when the administration denies its students and a

bonafide student organization
the right to peacefully assemble
and study the Bible together.
Do you think that maybe in
your next issue you could effectually defend the concept of
equal justice under the law?
Steve Harris

Responds t
letter with
little sorcery
Dear Editor:
Glenn A. Hall better quit
speaking out about witchcraft
and Satan or else I'll tum him
into a frog with a short tongue.
The DevU's Representative In
the Student MInIstry
Howard Cohen

Letters to the editor
allow free expression
Letters to the editor are encouraged and shonld. be typed double
spaced. Letters under 300 words wID be given flrst consideration.
No unsigned letters wID be accepted but names wID be withheld
upon request.
Letters may be submitted either to the information Desk In the
University Center or to the Current Omce, room 8 Blue Metal
BuDding.
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COuncil---------from page 1
chairperson, and is designated
as such by the Council. The
Council's general elections, is
Center's director and bookstore
charged with overseeing all
manager serve on the Board in
standing committee's, and with
an advisory, non-voting capafilling in for the president in the
city. The group assists in estabevent of the latter's absence or
lishing policies regarding the
disability .
building's governance and use.
The group's treasurer is supposed to administer Council's
The University "Program Board
monies according to its "instrucis responsible for the selection
tions. The secretary is responsand arrangement of cultural,
ible for all official Council corsocial and cocurricular events.
respondence, and for the recCouncil appoints " five of the
ording of minutes of the group's
Board's 10 student "members.
meetings and of the Executive
The
others are chosen by the
Committee meetings.
UMSL Office of Programming,
, Council's chairperson presides
and the entire board works in
over the group's meetings and is
conjunction with "that office.
elected to the position by the
council.
Council also appoints "five stu;
Another of the group's officers
dents to the Student Court. "
is Council's parliamentarian,
Court members may not be
who arbitrates questions of promembers of Central Council, and
cedure and insures that meet- " , hear student appeals regarding
ings are conducted according to "
an ammended version of "Robert's Rules of Order."
All officers and committee
chairpersons must be members
of Central Council. One need not
from page 1
be a member to " serve on a
a rate ' substantially higher than
committee.
the proportion of minorities and
In addition to the standing
women in our faculty ; While the
committees, the Council may
vote to establish ad hoc commit- '
proportion of women has remained relativelf constant, "the.
tees, designed to study particular areas of concern or to
number of minorities has
doubled."
operate temporary Council programs. The Council is empOw" I want to emphasize," he
ered to establish, review, and
said, "that we still have a long
disband any of its standing or ad
way to go to achieve a reason,hoc committees.
able balance."
It also has the power to
The Senate also voted to
appoint students to membership
endorse a suggestion made by
on several boards, and requires
UM President James C. Olson
that one person appointed to
regarding the use of funds
each board report to "the Council
resulting from the sale of the
on board activities.
university's Weldon Spring
The University Center Adproperty in St. Charles County;
visory Board is composed of six
The adopted motion read ,
students appointed by Council
"Moved that the Senate "endorse
and one Alumni Association
President Olson ' s proposal to
representative. One of the stuuse the funds to be realized by
dents serves as the group's
the sale of Weldon Spring to

traffic fines and the like. The
Court also makes final decisions
regarding impeachment proceedings against Council officers.
In addition to the work performed by committees and
boards, Council oversees many
services extended to "members of
the university " community; The
group is responsible for the
publication of a yearbook,
"Graduate "Record;" it maintains
a Housing Referral Service; it
assists the Office of Student
Activities with " preparations for
and the operation of homecoming activities and new student
orientation; and it oversees the
Communiversity program, which
provides free short courses in
subjects not normally covered by
_.UMSL's regular curriculum.

--News b'iefs-~
Scholarships available
Three scholarships are available to junior year students "for the
1978-79 academic year. Two scholarships are open to currently
enrolled students 'in the School of Business and one scholarship to "
political science majors.
The Shell Oil Companies Foundation will provide a 5500
scholarship to a student who is majoring in business. This
scholarship is for one year and is not automatically renewable. The
Helen Wolff Stores prov,i de a 5500 per year award to any junior.
This scholarship is renewable for the senior year upon the student
maintaining satisfactory academic progress.
A 5300 per year scholarship is awarded by the Creve Coeur
Democratic Township Club to 'a junior majoring in political science.
The scholarship is not renewable.
Any third·year student interested in applying for either
scholarship should pick up an application from the Office of
Student Financial Aid, room 209 Woods Hall, the receptionist at
the School of Business, room 483 SSB or at the Evening College,
room 330 Lucas Hall. All applications must be returned to ' the
Office of Student Financial Aid. Deadline for applying for the
scholarship for political science majors is October 12 and for the
two scholarships in business is October 20.
For additional information contact the Student Financial Aid
office at (453}-5526.,

Senate----~
" ---- Burkholder <;Jppointed
establish an endowment fund for
the support of faculty "research."
"Grobman also spoke on a
recent campaign by antli~porno
graphy crusader Billie Lasker to
have some magazines removed
from the bookstore annex in the
University Center.
"There can be no external
interference in what is taught in
our classrooms; what books are
housed in our library; what
magazines are sold in our bookstore," he said. "These are
matters to "be determined by the
faculty and administration of the
university. "
"We cannot accept, no matter
how well-meaning is the outside
person, any restrictions on our
operation of this university ,"
Grobman said. "Freedom is
indivisable. H we give it up in
one area, we will not be able to
hold on to it in other areas."

NOW SHOWING

Richard

Dreyfuss ..
Moses Wine

Private Detective .
•.. 50 go figure

..

A new service available at the Thomas Jefferson Library is
offered for all UMSL students, but especially for those wbo live
near the downtown area and for those who have transportation
problems in coming to campus to use the library. Orie~ta~on
tours and instruction on the use of the card catalog, penodical
indexes, newspaper indexes and abstracts will be provided by the
UMSL reference staff at the St. Louis Public Library twice a month
during the fall and winter semesters and during the summer
sessions.
The St. Louis Public Library is the first in the nation to offer '
hands-on experience for students, free of charge, on a computer
terminal exclusively handling occupational and educational data. It
provides information on job descriptions and requirements, lists
related jobs for occupations, low and high salaries, employment
projections, educational and personal requirements for jobs and
information about colleges and universities concerning tuition and
fees , enrollment, whether schools are private , public, co·educational or located near metropolitan areas, faculty , degrees offered,
extracurricular activities and sources to use for additional
information.
Tours and instruction (two sessions) are scheduled for 1:30-3pm
on alternating weekdays (Monday and Wednesday or Tuesday and
Thursday) for each month. Any interested students should meet
and depart from the Reference Desk in the Thomas Jefferson
Library at Ipm for all sessions. Transportation will be provided if
desired. For further assistance or information call (453)-5954.

RICHARD DREYFUSS
SUSAN ANSPACH
BONNIE BEDELIA
JOHN LITHGOW
OFELIA MEDINA
FRITZ WEAVER
"THE BIG FIX"

A review course for practitioners and students 'preparing for the
examination leading to the certificate in the data processing will be
offered by beginning October 26.
Offered in cooperation with the St. Louis Chapter of Data
Processing Management Associates, the course will cover data
processing equipment, computer programming and software,
principles of management, quantitative methods, systems analysis
"
and design.
Classes will meet Thursdays, Oct. 26 - March 22, from 6:30 9:30 pm in the J .c. Penney Building.
The fee for the course is 5335.
For more information or to register, contact Clark Hickman of
UMSL Continuing Education at (453)-5961.
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New service
available
.
through public library
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Screenplay by ROG E R L. S I MON
Based on HIS Novel
D"ec t~dby JEREMY PAU L KAGAN
Produced by CARL BORAC K
and RICHARD DREYFUSS
MUSIC by BILL CON T I
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
T ECHNICOLORe
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Sue A. Burkholder has been named acting director of libraries at
UMSL. The appointment was effective October 1.
She replaces Robert C. Miller, who has accepted a position as
director of libraries at the University of Notre Dame.
Burkholder joined the library staff in 1972 and was most recently
head of bibliographic services. She holds masters degrees in
history from the University of Oregon and in library science from
the University of Missouri-Columbia.

Data, process ing review
course to be offered

the

l~N~~~ ~~; ;~~E~';~'';;

acting library director
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Intzodaclng profect phlUp
We live in tense and troubled times: Project Philip brings a
message of hope and comfort, of meaning and purpose in a
meaningless world.
Join a Bible-believing group that honors Christ and the Bible.
Free Bible Correspondence coarse. Booklets with Postage paid.
Supervised. Provided by:
PROJEcr PHWP Box 28253
St. louis, Mo. 63131
(Interdenominational)
"L~t Project Philip Change Your Life. "
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Outback offers wilderness adventures
LInda Tate

Caving, canoeing, rapelling
and climbing - these are just a
few of the activities that Outback, a relatively new organization at UMSL, is involved in.
Outback was formed in the
Winter of '77 after the Grotto,
which was also an' UMSL out:
door club, broke up. The group
is administered by a chairgroup
made up of four co-presidents:
Cindy Harrison, Dave Fontaine,
Dave Lucido and Rob Reynolds.
Each pedorms equal amounts of
administrative work, according
to Reynolds, a junior majoring in
business administration.
The four co-presidents have
their own special interests which
add to the diversity of trip plans.
Although Outback had only ten
members last year, they went on
several trips, including float
trips on the Eleven Point and
Current Rivers and rapelling and
caving trips to Rockwood Reservations, Greens Cave and John-

son's Shut-Ins. Although no
definite plans have been set for
future trips, the group hopes to
go on at least one small trip
every weekend.
Longer backpacking trips to
the Irish Wilderness, Europe
and Colorado have also been
proposed. According to Fontaine, a sophomore majoring in
pre-engineering, the group is
currently discussing having a
Halloween party in a cave, but
so far have not been able to 'find
a cave not covered with mud.
Up until now , Outback's
money has come from Student
Activity Fees, but, according to
Fontaine, the group is thinking
of collecting dues. While the
group was able to purchase
some small pieces of climbing
and C2.ving equipment last year,
grow!h . in membership and
plans to take longer trips may
require more funds from the
University.
About fifty students came to
Outback's first two meetings this
year, but, Fontaine said, the

group is hoping to have about 3S
active members. While Outback
. is already involved in many
outdoor activities , it is not
limited and encourages people
with different to join.
According to L~cido, a sophomore majoring in business administration, the members have
a large part in planning activities. He said, "Basically, what- .
ever the members want to ' do,
we'll do."

He went on to say, "Before I
joined Outback, I was strictly
camping, caneoing and caving.
But other people in the group
have brought up different ideas
for trips."
Reynolds, too, has expanded
his interests since joining the
group. He said, "I got into
rapelling through Outback. They
showed me the ropes so to
speak."

Outback members also enjoy
the group because, not only .do
they participate in activities, but
they have the chance to plan and
. be in charge of trips. Reynolds
finds that he enjoys leading trips
as much as he likes working on
them.
"I give things to ' the group
and the group gives something
tome," he said.

Fontaine agreed, adding,
"We'll start a trip in another
area if one of the members
knows a lot about 'it and is
willing to plan it."
Aside from taking trips, Outback is also interested in conservation. Slide shows are often
given at meetings in an effort
"to bring up the awareness of
members," according to Lucido.
While the group did not
collectively oppose the Meramac
Dam proposal, it is interested in
saving Rare II (Recreational
Area of Roadless Environment)
and the Irish Wilderness. Outback plans on writing to congressmen, attending seminars
and learning more about Missouri conservation.
Reynolds said, "We hope to
be able as a group to fight for
conservation and let people
know what's going on."
While members give may reasons for joining Outback, Fontaine says he likes the group
because "it is opened up to all
areas. "

•

THE
ICEMAN
COMETH
by Eugene O'Neill

ORUforLaw
Oral Roberts Univel'sity in Thlsa, Okla., opens a law school in 1979 with
• Excellent facilities (o ne of the finest practice courtrooms in Amcl'ica and one of
the largest libraries in the Southwest)
• Outstanding faculty
• Well-developed skills-oriented curriculum
• A philosophy of development for the whole person : spil'it, mind, and body
• A goal of preparing studen~s to reach out to persons in need in aJl nations

• And a possible place for y~~ in the 1979 entering class!
To find out more, send the coupon today,

.............................................................

N9W through Nov. 11
Weeknights 8:00 p.m.
Saturdays 5:00 and 9:00
Sundays 2:00 and/or 7:30

'STUDENT RUSH-$2.50
(show up at Box Office
112 hour before curtain at curtain receive best
available seat in the house)
Tickets $4-8.50

Call 968-4925
Season subscriptions
still on sale!

:
:
:
:
•

·
·

Please tell me more about the D .W. Coburn
School of Law at Oral Roberts University.
Nrume
Address
City
State
ZIP _ _ _
Phone _____________________________

:
:
:
:
:

.
.

Return coupon to Office of Admissions/Law,
ORU, 7777 South Lewis, Thlsa, Okla. 74171
ORU considers all applicants without regard to race,
color, sex, age, handicap, national or ethnic origin. or
status as a veteran.
_ _- - - - - "

±

ORAL ROBERTS UNIVERSITY
. - TULSA. OKLAHOMA. 74171

Note: ORU 's
code number
for LSAT scores is
6552

Corbett finds modeling
valuable experience
CoUeen Corbett
Modeling in fashion shows
and magazines is the glamorous
Iream career of many young
women-but for Vanessa Washington, a senior at UMSL, modeling is a part-time job that
provides good pay and valuable
experience.
Washington, a 24-year-old
speech communications major
graduating in December, has
been a free-lance model for two
and a half years.
"Until ten IHonths ago, I
worked mostly in fashion shows
and handled cosmetic promotions for Famous-Barr. Now I
concentrate on photographic
modeling," she said. "I need
the flexible hours while I'm in
school-and the pay is better."
Most models in St. Louis work
through an agent or modeling
agency that keeps ten per cent
of their pay. Washington bypasses the agency and finds companies herself in need of bookings. Therefore, she can make
$30 an hour or $150 per day.
"Free-lancing-going out and
'hitting the pavement' -is
what's best for me right now
since I'm not looking for fulltime work," she said.
Washington saw her first fash ion show four years ago. "I got
goosebumps becau,se 1 knew this
was what 1 wanted to do-this
was me." She proceeded to
collect photos for her portfolio
and she telephoned advertising
agencies and stores. Gradually,
she became involved in fashion
shows and make-up demonstrations.
Washington's 16-hour schedule at UMSL reveals, however,
that her career goal is not

modeling. She hopes to broadcast news on the radio and,
"when I build up my self-conficence," on television.
"I've been involved in two
internships-at KATZ and KPLR
Channel 11-and have learned
more there than in any classroom," she said.
"I was assistant to the program director at KATZ and was
'the roving intern' on Channel
11," she said. "I'd do odd-jobs
in different departments and at
Channel 11 I'd hang around the
film room and watch the technical side of television."
Juggling the modeling, work
and school schedules, Washington still finds time to enter
competitions. Last summer she
was selected by KMOX as a
Cardinal bat girl. "I was really a
public relations person representing the Cardinals and
KMOX," she said. "The exposure was great-I liked being
recognized on the street."
She has also won several local
beauty contests. "I really love to
compete with anybody for anything," she said. "I'm the type
of person ' who can't just sit
.
around."
In view of her past accomplishments and future plans ,
Washington feels modeling has
proven an invaluable experience
and will continue to help her in
the future.
Modeling is an ideal preparation for a ' communications career, Washington explained.
"The proper training in poise,
make-up and fashion is very
important for the image I want
to project on television." S?e
has learned, for example, that
the camera lens adds ten
pounds and her 5-foot-8 frame
shouldn't carry more than 130
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pounds.
A model's lifestyle, then,
teaches self-control in eating
habits. "I'd love to sit down and
eat anything I want," Washington admitted, "but I can't because of photographic modeling. "
Another truth of modeling is
that it takes patience. "What
you see in a magazine is the
finished product," she said.
"Many times you don't realize
the hours that go into one
photograph.
"Every hair, every collar,
every piece of jewelry must be
in place," she said. "People are
all over, putting on or taking your
clothes, fixing your make-up; it's
hard to keep smiling after three
or four hours of that. "
Some assignments are more
enjoyable than others. "I got to
disco dance for an hour - then
another day 1 stood by refrigerators all morning. I've modeled
winter coats and hats in 90
degree weather," she said,
"and I've modeled at .6 am
because some photographers
consider early morning the best
light. "
Washington does not feel
these drawbacks detract from
modeling's worthwhile advantages. "Modeling has allowed
me to meet many important
people in radio and television
who can help me in what 1 really
want to do," she said.
"I've always been afraid that
when 1 graduate 1 won't know
enough about radio and television. Regardless of my future
job, though, I've learned how to
sell a product," Washington
said. "Modeling is selling, and
that knowledge will help in
whatever 1 do."

POSING ON A BENCH: Vanessa Washfngton, an UMSL senIor,
models part.time on a free·lance basis [pboto courtesy of Vanessa
Washfngton.]
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~~~~---•••• •·.~:·I.· Magazine expresses creativity
staff then decides as a group as
to what goes in and what
doesn't-each work must meet a
It may not be number one on
majority agreement.
the best seller's list, but that is
According to Mary Bagley, an
not the intention of "Watereditor, "Watermark" was once
mark." "Watermark," which
under the English department
can best be described as a
but is now under the Student
multi-media magazine, contains
Activity office.
short stories, poems, drawings,
"Our staff agrees on which
photography and other forms of
works are accepted, but the
creativity published at least once
Student Activity office has the
a year.
final word over what is printed,"
As for "Watermark" being a
Bagley said.
best seller, editor Annette Bar"In the past, some 'obscene'
sellotti explained that this is not
poems were published in "Watthe purpose of its publication.
ermark." Since then, we must
She said, '''Watermark' was
have the approval of the Student
designed so people could exActivity administration," Bagley
press their creativity."
said.
Since "Watermark" is funded
Jenkins said she's never enthrough Student Activities, there
countered any problems with the
is no profit involved. "It is
administration questioning their
mainly for the convenience of
judgement.
the readers," said BarsellottL
This year's copy will appear in
The amount of money budgetUMSL's bookstore in late April
ed to ' "Watermark" determines ! or early May. Other bookstores
how much the staff can accept ' will carry copies including the
for print. As for what works are
bookstores at Washington Unipublished, this is decided upon . , versity and St. Louis University.
by the "Watermark" staff.
An exact price has yet to be set,
Each piece of literature Of
but it will sell for less than $2 .
other work goes throu~h a series
The upcoming publication will
of readings and reVIews. The
Cheryl Keathley

NilE-OWL FLICK FRI-SAl 12:00
at the ST. JOHN GEM ~i~2~ Charles

Rk. Rd

. . IIIIIIMY .......
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be fourth issue that has been
printed. Three hundreds copies
are hoped to be made available.
The major obstacle at the moment though, is making everybody aware of "Watermark."
Members of the staff include
editors Mary Bagley and Kathleen Tijerina, and managing
editor Rose Jenkins. However,
new members are currently being sought as preparation begins
for this year's edition of "Watermark."
As for Barsellotti, a speechcommunication major, "} got
into it because I want to be a
writer. Working with the
'Watermark' would be one more
thing to my advantage." She
would also like to see the
magazine become more established.
.
Anyone interested in working
on the staff or just having a
work published in "Watermark"
may contact Annette Barsellotti
at 428-1389 or submit copies to
her at 900S St. 'Louis Avenue,
St.John, MO. 63114. Submissions can also be left at the
Information Desk at the U.
Center.

IN AFlMm CONCERT "YESSONGS"
Everybody $2 00 !

SINGING DUET: Kevin B~e [left] and Jack Kersting [right] from the NeWIIWI House gave a Dve
performance In the University Cen~f lounge [photo by Dale Nelson].

OrIgInal soundtrack album available on W8mer Bros. Records and Tape •.
UncIIIJ" ~otI 0dII""1

~

0 1978 Paramount
Pictures Corporation.
All Rights Reserved. '---_ _ _~

DES PERES 4 CINE'
1-'270 & MANCHESTER

"THE BOYS FROM BRAZIL" Executive ProducerROBERT
Music by JERRY GOLDSMITH Screenplay by HEYWOOD ~ULD
From the novel by IRA LEVIN Produced by MARTIN RICHARDS
and STANLEY O'TOOLE Directed by FRANKLIN J. SC~ER .

3rd

HALLS FERRY 6
1- 270 & N~"" HALLS FERRY

Hit

Week
STADIUM 2 CINE'
ACROSS FROM BUSCH STADIUM

HELD OVER
2ND WEEK
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around umsl
FIELD HOCKEY: UMSL will play
SLU at 10:30am here.

Kathy Pothoff

thursday

sunday

COLLOQUIM: The Faculty Affairs committee will meet at noon in the Northwest
room of Marillac Cafeteria.
GALLERY 210: " Bus Station" by
Quinta Scott will be open from 8 am - 5
pm Monday through Friday in room 362
SSB.
.
PHOTO EXHIBIT: "Bus Station" by
Quinta Scott will be open from 8-5 in
room 362 SSB.
BmLE STUDY: The Baptist Student
Union will discuss "The Christian Counter Culture" in room 156 University
Center from 1:40-2:30pm.

friday
FILM: "Smokey and the Bandit"
starring Burt Reynolds will be shown at
8pm in room 200 Lucas Hall.
LUNCHEON: The Faculty Affairs Committee will have a business luncheon at
12 :l 5pm in the Northwest room of
Marillac Cafeteria.

RADIO: "Midnight til Morning" alternative rock music from lam-6am will
feature Rod Stewart. Tune into 91FM.

FILM: "Hubert Humphrey's Last
Speech" sponsored by UMSL Right to
Truth Committee at 12:30pm in room 225
J .C. Penney.

satur~ay

If there is anyone driving to
Texas during Christmas holidays
please contact Dr. Victoria Patryla at 453-5782.

Piano lessons taught in your
home. Beginning and elementary. Call Mary at 962-5336.
Professional sound man and
technician looking for a band to
work with on weekends. Call
773-9375 evenings.
Philosophy majors and prospective majors come to 599
Lucas Hall, the Philosophy department office to sign up and
be informed of speakers and
colloquims to be held on campus.

LECTURE: Laird Harris, Ph.D. will
speak on "Old Testament as llluminated
by Archaeology. "
MATURE STUDENTS: A drop-in discussion and support group for women
over 2S will meet at 1:40pm in the
Women's Center, 107A Benton Hall.

NOT ANOTHE'R T"KE T.f
J G-uESS
I'VE: ALR~AD'1' H~O
THiS MA~ES
TWO ntis L.lIiEJ(1
THREE.

/

/

WELL, .. EVERVBOP'r'
~E~

MISTAI(£S

YOU'LL. ('-ET LJt='E.

/

"
SOCCER: Evansville University will
play UMST at 2pm in Evansville, Indiana.

monday
VOLLEY"BALL: Principia will play
UMSL at 6:30pm here.

"EXPERT TYPING: Thesis,
dissertations, resumes, etc., reasonable rates, satisfaction guaranteed, my home, located 1
block from UMSL. Call 427-8670.

MEETING: The student MSTA will
meet from 12:30-1:30 in the Education
Auditorium. Expected speaker is Don
Meyer the director of student MSTA.
Refreshments will be served.

lazzballs

CROSS COUNTRY: UMSL will have a
meet with Central Methodist in Fayette,
Mo. at Ham.

Five other ski mountains within minutes of Copper. Free
shuttle bus daily. Call Student
Activities for trip info.

tue.sday

KOFFEE KLATCH: The Evening College is sponsoring a koffee klatch from
5:30-8:30pm in the Lucas Hall lobby.

FILM: "She Done Me Wrong" starring
Mae West will be shown at 8:15pm in the
J.C. Penney auditorium. Free admission.

SKI VAIL: Pi Kappa Alpha is
sponsoring a trip to Vail over
winter break. Cost is 5155. For
details call Bob at 867-81e2 0"
Dan at 878-9286.

LECTURE: Dr. Wilson Bryan Key will
speak on "Subliminal Seduction" at
1l:45am in the J . C. Penney auditorium.
Free admission.

MATURE STUDENTS: A drop-in discussion and support group for women
over 2S will meet at 1:40 pm in the
Women's Center, 107A Benton Hall.

CONFERENCE : The history department and School of Education will
sponsor a Social Studies conference at
9am in the Education classroom building.

,

KOFFEE KLATCH: The Evening College is sponsoring a koffee klatch from.
5:30 - 8:30 pm in the Lucas Hall lobby.

MEETING: College of Arts and Science
faculty will meet at 3:30pm in room 78
J.C. Penney.

RADIO: "Sunday Magazine"-Public
Affairs with the student in mind by the
KWMU Student Staff featuring UMSL
professor Michael Castro : on poetry and
a feature on the UMSL Health Center at
llpm.
RADIO: " Unofficial Blues Hour" at
midnight by the KWMU Student Staff.
Featured rock album at one and rock until
6am.

CONCERT: The KWMU Student Staff
will present a free concert featuring
"Elegy" from llam to 1:30pm at
Bugg Lake. If it is too cold, concert will
be held in the J .C. Penney Auditorium.
RADIO: "Fusion 91"-jazz of the rock
and electric persuasion will feature Flora
Purim at llpm and a new fusion album at
lam. Jazz-rock until 7am, produced by
the KWMU Student Staff.

I

oct. 12 - oct. 19

-

-

FILM: "Flying Down the Rio" starring
Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire will be
shown at 8:15pm in the J.C. Penney
auditorium. Free admission.

wednesday
CAREER LAB: The Counseling Center
will have a career lab at 1:40pm in room
427 SSB.
DISCO: Dance with Streiker from 11
am - 3 pm in the Fun Palace.

thursday
MEETING: Alumni Association Board
of Directors will meet at 7pm in room 411
Woods Hall.
MEETING: The student MSTA will
meet from 12:30-1:30 in the Education
Auditorium. The expected speaker is Don
Meyer, director of student MSTA . Refreshments will be served.

WANTED: Manager for m&a's
basketball team. Contact Coach
Barton at 453-5641.
FUNI FUNI FUNI The
KWMU Student Staff is asking
everyone to submit suggestions
for the name of their new Sat.
night jazz program which starts
Oct. 22. Contest prizes will be
awarded for the best show title
received by the staff. The prizes
include albums, a t-shirt and a
chance to appear live on KWMU
as guest host on the program.
Send entries to: KWMU Student
Staff, 580 Lucas Hall.
M.D. Only in my dreams .... A.H.
FOR SALE: Complete 10 gal, Ion aquarium on stand with fish
and food. call 447-2754.
FOR SALE : Westinghouse
portable record player. Call 4472754.
FOR SALE: Blender (new
condition) , 7 speed Hamilton
Beach. Call 447-2754.
COLLECTORS ITEM FOR
SALE: Original (limited edition)
Volume I Glen Miller (5 LP' s).
Call 447-2754.

Columbia Records presents the most incredible sciencefiction spectacle of the year: a totally original new musical
version of H.G. Wells' classic tale of Martian invasion, .the
"War of the Worlds:'
Immaculately produced, composed, and orchestrated by Jeff
Wayne {one of England's foremost studio wizards}, the "War
of the Worlds" features the inimitable voice of Richard Burton
as the Narrator, and other-worldly performances by Justin
Hayward, David Essex, Phil Lynott, and Julie Covington. A
16-page, full-color booklet containing the complete script,
lyrics, and eight magnificent illustrations is included in
every album.

The''War of the Worlds!'Jl veJy special Z-reccml set. You
can hear it DOW, on Columbia Records and 'Dapes.
Produced by Jeff Wayne for 0 R P Justin Hayward appears courtesy of The Decca Record ComPdny limited
Phil Lynott appears courtesy of Phonogram. Ju lie Covington appears courtesy of Virgin Records, Ltd

4R.
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Ski Packa e of $135-"- ------- --c
• Five nig~S lodging based on maximum occupancy in

beautifully appointed Mountainside Condominiums
• Three days of ski lift tickets
• Accommodations located only steps from the ski slopes
and all Community Conveniences

Ava"lab e At Additional Cost • • •
• Five days of complete ski equipment - $30.00
• Full day group lesson ticket - $9.00
• Additional ski lift tickets - $10.00• Air and bus transportation - Ask

T IS YE

* * * * *

* * * * * *
*
*
*

F

The Budweiser
ow pectacular ..
• Custom Budweiser/Copper Mountain "T" Shirt
.Welcoming Party and Disco Dance
.Fun ski races
.Prizes, Awards and Other Surprises

* * F*or *Additional
* * * *Information
* * * * and
*' * *
Registration Contact:

ce

e

c

Budweiser Presents:
• Ski show (movies, exhibits by sporting companies, etc.) '
• free refreshments
• October 20, (3·11 pm), 21 (1·11 pm) at the
Executive Internationaflnn (i·70 and Lindbergh)
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Mounta,ineering #5 .

..'.:. 'iess serious business. If you are' .

a faithful follower of thiS :
space, have been a moun, taineer1for some time nOw.~-=~""""oI
'You've studied the fundamentals, selected your
gear and experimented
rat
with methodology: In short,
.you are nobody's fool. NOI1&
theless, you also know a little .
knowledge is a dangerous thing~
So you want to learn.more.
Smart tb:inking.
First, you must realize that .
once the basics of mountaineering
are mastered, it is only nuance
which d.:iBtinguishes the true
artists from the merely adequate.
Therefore, attention to detail,
espec1.a.llyin matters ofclothing, ..
is vital.
Always protect the head
according to seasonal fluctuations. In winter, a warm hat
is mandatory: (The head, after
all, is the chinmey of the
body. AVOid cerebral heat loss :-.'
it d:imin.ishes your
physio abilities. )
In summertime,
a sun visor or a

going to down the mountains,
. rather than vice versa, you must
",.·:be confident of your st.a.ruling.
:".
Between the head and the feet
';.'- lies the area known to pros as "the
b===::
'~
body.' Mountaineering

bodywear is usuallybased .

on personal preference.
However, keep a keen
eye out for one conunon
criterion. Your clothes
should be comfortable and
flexible, allowing for open
movement, specifically in the
..,
vicinity of the arms. A free
.\
and responsive arm is a
'.
mountaineer's best mend.
.. ,\
Certain accessories, of
. . \ course, complement and
'The
\
complete the regulation
~""'-'ZIIlOOk
garb. Expedition flags
:'0 " , tomarkyourterritory
in public places, con&
necting ropes for those
. , who prefer the security
.:
of mountaineering in

I

tandem and backpacks filled with

beer nuts, mugs,
bottle openers
and other paraphana.lia. Beyond
ro1~~~ . these standards,
wardrobe styles
range from the rustic
to the refined. And
well they might, for
mountaineers are a
..' rugged andindividual ·
. . lot,joined only by a
. . corrrrnon taste for
excellence.

billed cap will

guarantee crucial

visibility among
the craggy peaks.
Pay particular
.f'.
Instructions:
regard to your.loot- Insert contents of Fig. A :'.
gear. Shoes should
into Fig. B. Flex Fig. C 120; '.
.
transferring contents to
.
be sturdy and stable. Fig. D. Swallow:
.' .'
A secure footing is
.~jiIIIiiIII.
of utmost importance. Without it,
. you're asking for trouble. Point
. of order: while mountaineering is
pursued for fun, it is neverthe-

.

D~rrt

just reach for a beer.

BUSCH~ad
~Anheuser-Busch . lnc .

St. Louis. Mo.

for the

"

mount~.··
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fine arts
Seduction is Key
to advertising
Kathleen Nelson

EYECATCBING: ThIs artwork by Cindy Snodgrass Is currently on display In GaUery 210. The center
piece Is entitled "How to Build a Better Butterfly" [photo by Dan Swangerl.

Mixed media at Gallery 210
Suanne Goldman
Did you ever consider yourself
to be an artist while making
photocopies in the Thomas J efferson Library? Before you critique your work, visit this
month's exhibition at Gallery
210 and compare your creations
to those of professional artists
Sonia Sheridan, Cindy Snodgrass, Barbara Metz, Warren
Crane, Peter Thompson, Mary
Jane Dougherty and Gerda Meyer Bernstein.
These eight artists are featured in on exhibition entitled,
" Generative Systems: Art and
Technology. " Sylvia Walter s ,

tion which presents a variety 'of
approaches to generative systerns art.
Generative Systems is a recent'
development in modem art. It
combines the capabilities of modern technology (mainly photocopying techniques) with the
artist' s creative abilities in two
and three-dimensional works.
One of the exhibiting artists,
Sonia Sheridan, popularized generative systems art techniques in
the Midwest, The other artists in
this show are Sheridan's former
students . Sheridan heads the
Division of Generative Systems
Art at the Chicago Art Institute.
Cindy Snodgrass and Warren

Before installing their exhihits, Crane and · Snodgrass discussed their lives, their art, and
their goals.
Snodgrass entered the field of
art in her mid-teens, and Crane
became an artist after complet'i~g architectural school. ' BOlh.

Wilson Bryan Key proposes
the argument that hidden sex in
advertising is being used to
influence the American public.
Scheduled to lecture at UMSL
next week, Key will discuss the
findings he has included in two
books: "Media Sexploitation,"
and the more recent "Subliminal
Seduction."
"Sexploitation" picks up
where "Seduction" leaves off,
emphasizing the media's control
of free will by stimulating the
unconscious. The object, according to Key, is for the public to
transfer these messages from
the unconscious to the conscious, where their effects are
recognized and "media dependency" is lessened.
Key cites "embeds" which
are hidden, written messages
scratched into the composite of
photographs, as a primary tool
used by media experts in adver-

tising. Most popular of the
embeds is the word SEX, hidden
in over half of Key's examples.
Reversed sex roles are another
of the primary tools of media
managers ,Key explores. Dressing male models as seductive
women in magazines such as
"Playboy" and "Penthouse," a
common practice according to
him, satisfies the latent homosexuality in men, thus compelling them to buy the magazines.
He also cites ancient primal
symbols, death masks and the
creation of fruse dependency on
media, as powerful weapons
used skillfully in mass persuasion.
Key provides a fast-paced and
provocative survey covering the
gamut of media channels: magazines , fashion , film , music,
newspapers and the most notorious persuaders of them all, the
advertisers.
[See "Key," p. 16]

are professors: Snodgrass teaches at the Cleveland Art Institute
and Crane teaches at a community college in the Chicago metro-

~~~~:.:~. ~'~~;~i~~l{he~ cj'~

politan area. They commute to
Chicago in order to work with
Sonia Sheridan.
Both Snodgrass and Crane
d
k'
. h Sh'd
.
agree wor mg Wit
erl an IS
a integral part f the'r
k
C~ane says, "I fee~ verylc1~~rt~

5"Gal e"". .

p. i6)

Scholarship
Deadline October 31, 1978.
The deadline for applications for the Rhodes Scholarshlp 'for study at Oxford University Is
October 31, 1978 It was announced today by Jerry Hlmelhoch, Professor of Sociology and
Institutional Representative for the Rhodes Scholarships here.
By act of Parliament the Rhodes Scholarships, which are perhaps the most prestigious of
all fellowships, were opened to women for the first time In 1976.
Dr_ Hlmelhoch commented, "I strongly' urge all qualified single seniors, or graduate
students, to apply. An outstanding student would be wise to apply simultaneously for a
Rhodes Scholarship and for other fellowships, such as the Danforth, Fulbright, National
Science, or Woodrow Wilson."
Despite the language of the official announcement a candidate need not be superhuman to
qualify. The Selection Committee looks for high scholarship [probably at least a 3.7 GPA In
the preceding year], outstanding performance In some type of Independent academic or
professional work, some extra-currlcular Interests [which In some cases might be the
student's employment], and a humanitarian concern for others. The candidate need not be
an athlete, although he or she should be physically fit and enJoy exercise. In 1973 Daniel G.
Coates, a University of Missouri - St. Louis psychology major, was selected to represent
Missouri and barely missed final selection In the regional competition. Now that the
competition Is open to UMSL women as well as men, our chances of success are greater.
A candidate must be between the ages of 18 and 24 on October 1, 1978. While he or she
must be unmarried until the end of the first year at Oxford, marriage In the second year Is
possible without forfeiting the scholarship. Elections will be held In all states In December,
1978. Scholars-elect will enter Oxford University In October, 1979.
The Scholarship pays 4000 pounds per year plus payment of travel costs to and from
Oxford. Appointment Is made for two years with a third year probable If the Scholar's record
merits It. The Scholar may either study for an Honours B.A., or for a graduate degree In
virtually any field or profession.
.
Interested students should consult the packet of Informational literature on reserve In the
Library and, If they are Interested, should then confer with Dr. Blanche Touhlll, Associate
Vice Chancellor for ACademic Affairs, by October 20 If possible. Her office Is 401 Woods
Hall. Phone: 453-5371_

Undergraduate and graduate
men and women elegible

ELECTRIC BLANKET: ThIs GaUery 210 exhibit, which combines
mixed media with x-ray O1ms, was done by Gerda Meyer Bernstein

[photo by Dan Swanger].

'I1IE__._
MAKE IT
WITH·

JUAREZ~
TEDUllA
GOLD OR SILVER
IMPOR TED & BOTTLED BV TEOUILA JALISCO 5." ,
51 LOUIS. MO . 80 PROOF
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Workshop presents
variety of opera
Daniel C. F1anakin
The UMSL music department
presented an Opera Workshop
performance this past weekend
in the Marillac Education Auditorium. The show, "Scenes from
Opera," was very well put
together.
Gertrude Ribla, UMSL faculty
member and director of the
show, did a remarkable job of
preparing the performance. Her
superior background was evident
not only in the smoothness of
the show, but through the voices
and actions of the cast she was
directing.
The performance opened with
an excerpt from Giuseppe Verdi's "Aida." The aria and duet
from Act III was sung by
Patriacia Poisl as Aida and Paul
Kilmer as Amonasro.
Carmen is given a very earthy
characterization by Denise Sauer. She is continually more
interested in her latest lover
than a chance for money, danger
and excitement.
Sauer is given excellent support by her two friends; Jan
Prokop as Frasquita and
Mary Decker as Mercedes.
Klehm and Rendelman were
superb in their portrayals. The
tonal quality of their respective
voices mixed well together and
they had no trouble staying in
tune with one another, even
during the quick unison passages.
The group lines were very
well done . Bizet supplies some
difficult moving passages for the
five singers to exhibit their
talents, which they did very
prominently.
Prokop appears once again as
Nedda in the aria and duets
from Act I of Ruggiero Leonca... vallo's " PagJiacci." Robert Kubie who na rrated the entire
performance , described Nedda
as " an immoral woman - married and having an affair with
Silvio, one of the townsmen ."
Prokop, paired with Edward
Hemmann as her husband Tonio
and Paul Kilmer as Silvio, was
dynamic in this role. Her voic.e
is strong, yet tender when It
need be. Her phrasing is bre~~:..
fak ing and her attacks and
releases are extremely precise.
Her facial expressions and vocal
innuendos enabled her to maintain complete control over the
audience.

understand the Italian libretto
through the longing in her voice.
Kilmer, as her father, Amonasro, was outstanding in his role
of the captured Ethiopian king.
He very effectively displayed the
gamut of emotions which a
father is capable of showing a
daughter; from his admonishment about her affair with
Rodemes, their Egyptian captor,
to his happiness and excitement
about a secret plan to return to
.
Etiopia.
The quintet form Act II of
Bizet's "Carmen" is a delightful
excerpt from a very typical
light-hearted French opera. The
scene takes place in a comfortable little inn on the French
countryside.
The action opens with two
smugglers, portrayed by Keith
Klehm as EI Dancairo and Ron
Rendelman as EI Remendado,
attempting to elist the help of
Carmen and her friends in their
latest caper.
After an intermission, the
troupe performed excerpts from
Otto Nicolai's "The MerryWives
of Windsor," which is an operatic adaptation of Shakespeare's
play of the same name.
Scenes one and two from Act I
featured Janice Parker as Mrs.
Ford and Denise Sauer as Mrs.
Page. The two women were very
enjoyable as they connived to
avenge Sir John Falstaff. The
timing, which is crucial to this
scene, was impeccable.
Later, Mr. Page (Donald Patterson) enters, followed by one
of his daughter'S suitors, Fenton. Fenton, played by Gary
Baumgartner, is pleading for
Ann ' s hand in marriage. His
pleas , however, fall on seemingly deaf ears. Baumgartner's total
voice control, combined with
Paterson's vehement refusals,
made for a very moving scene .
Special attention should be
paid to Michael Waller, who
accompanied the entire show on
piano. His adeptness at a variety
of techniques, from thundering
arguments to the light, comical
"Carmen " scene, points out
Waller's fine musicianship.
Waller's talents were indicative of the fine musical ability of
the entire case.

BUT DAD ••• Patricia Poisl as Aida and Paul KIlmer as Amonasro, her father, perform In a scene from
Act m of Verdi's "Aida" [photo by Dan Swanger].

Christie back in town
Mary Bagley
Many people claim "Death on
the Nile" is similar to "Murder
. on the Orient Express'" -only
the scenery and the names have
been changed. This is true only
in aspect of style.
Most stories by Agatha Christie bear a distinctive trademark.
Every character behaves in a
suspicious manner; first a clue
points to one suspect and then
tQ another. The detective in the
last ten pages of the book or 30
minutes of the movie calls
together every suspect, reenacts
the murder scene and correctly
names the murderer.
For Christie fans , "Nile"
did not let them down and holds
faithfully to the Christie tradition. Still, "Nile" is unique.
Unlike many Christie novels ,
the murder does not take place
at the beginning . there are
certain foreshadowings and
events the viewer may find at
first to be irrelevant, but later,
will see their importance.

Egyptian temples and deserts,
which have no bearing on the
plot except to remind everyone
the movie is filmed on location
in Egypt .
"Nile is done better than
," Orient Express." Peter Ustinov, who portrays the famed
detective Hercule Poirot, gives a
better interpretation of the character than Albert Finney, who
portrayed Poirot in "Express."
The set is lavish and the

supporting actors more believable in "Nile."
"Orient Express" has a bizarre plot in which all of the
suspects are guilty. "Nile's"
plot is more believable, even
though this plot has been exploited by mystery writers.
It has been said no one every
guessed the murderer or murderers unless by chance or luck,
so skillful is Christie ' s handling
of the plot.

One constant distraction in the
plot is the scenery. The camera
focuses in on pyramids, ancient
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SPECIAL GROUP PRICES FOR
FOR UNIVERSITY OF MISSOUR I

Although Poisl's attacks
tended to be a bit flat, the
emotion in her voice and her
feeling for the phrasing was
excellent. While singing about
her love for her homeland,
which she has not seen in
several year~, one could actually .

AppIiaatiOas'
far .pasitiaftS
OIItbe
Fall
1978

UM&
Oneal:

(NOT AVAILABLE TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC)

• TIRES • BAnERIES
• SHOCKS • WHEELS
& OTHER AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS.

SUPERIOR TIRE WARRANTIES:
Written Mileage Warranties
Road Hazard Warr'a nties
Workmanship & Materials Warranties

•..

UNIVERSITY Identification is required to make purchases.

;:

.

L _

'

.

.' .

'

.

~

America's five largest
tire companies no longer
have mileage or road
hazard warranties.
CAPITOL STILL DOES!

CAPITOL TIRE SALES
WAREHOUSES, INC.
NORTH/BRIDGETON, MO
SOUTH/ST. LOUISs MO
8053 Litzsinger Rd. off
(314) 291-7272
NO. KANSAS CITY, MO Hanley Rd.
(314) 781-6510
1121 Clay Street
0..·533·13992
(816) 474-8363.
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Arnatt boasts experience ·
Kathleen Nelson
The open-minded style of Ronald Arnatt belies the stereotype
image of music professor. "I try
to retain the philosophy .of the
student. If I don't like something
I'll listen to it again and again
until I understand why I don't
like it," he said.
Arnatt applies his multifaceted talent as an organist,
writer, director and other musican activities both on and off
campus.
As one example of his activities, Arnatt will be performing a
benefit concert for the Bach
Society ' of St. Louis at Christ
Church Cathedral, October 27 at
8pm.
-

"I feel I've done all I could
possibly do; I refuse to let any
challenge pass untried," said
Arnatt.
"I've served as Music Director
at Christ church since 1954, my
first year in St. Louis and give
recitals there often, " he said.

EXPERIENCE: Ronald Arnatt rehearses the Unlverslty Chorus.
Arnatt's nation· wide reputation does not affect his rapport with
students [photo by Tom Racheff.]
,

J

,

Since coming to St. Louis
Arnatt has served as Music
Director and Conductor for the
Kirkwood Symphony Orchestra,
the St. Louis Chamber Orchestra
and Chorus, as well as the Bach
Society.
But Arnatt's reputation is not
limited to St. Louis. He was
guest conductor of the Seattle

a contest sponsored ' by Warner
Brothers for lack of anything
better to do," he said. "I won
the contest and immediately
received many exciting offers on
the east coast. Consequently, I
received my first degree "in
abstentia' seven years later."
Shortly afterward he moved to
St. Louis and served as Director
of Music and Organist at Christ
Church Cathedral and Director
of Music at Mary Institute.
"The Dean first approached
me in 1966 about a position at
UMSL, but I wasn't interested
until two years later, when I felt
I'd done all I possibly could at
Mary Institute," he said.
He came to ' UMSL two years
later and was appointed a full
professor and Direct9r of Choral
Activities in 1976.
"Working_at a commuter cam-_
pus is often frustrating, trying to
schedule rehearsals and recitals
aroung jobs," he said, "but I
love any challenge."
Most of Arnatt' - HV\ ~n ... nnc:j_
tions are scored lOe v.IS.... __ _
voice, but he also plays harpsichord and says he doesn't wnat
to be typecast as an .. orga.nist."
"As a teacher, I cannot force
my likes and dislikes on a class; ,
they must learn to appreciate all
of music and what it has to
offer," he said. "The most
marvelous thing in the world is
to be able to pass your enthusiasm on and watch it grow inside
a talented young person."

Symphony Orchestra this summer and has played organ recitals at Westminster Abbey and
King's College Chapel in Cambridge.
Teaching gives me life, it
makes me feel young," he said
"Sometimes I feel I'll never
grow old."
He has not limited himself to
recitals, and has over 100 published works. He is an active
member of American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers (AS CAP) and has just
received his eigth award from
them for his compositions.
"Each year AS CAP awards ,
non popular works of high
quality that will never sell, "
Arnatt ' said. "That tells you
something about my compositions."
Arnatt was also the originator
of KWMU's "King of Instruments" program, which featured
weekly organ recitals. He now
hosts "Music at UMSL," a
monthly program featuring faculty recitals.
"I started performin,g professionally at 17, so I've had a '
wide variety of music experiences, none of which I regret,"
he said.
A native of London, Arnatt
came to the U.S. in 1947 and he
immediately became a part of
the musical scene. 'I was unhappy leaving England, but entered

We make culture

smoother to swallOw.
\ ,,

All natural, creamy, full of fruit

BREYERS~Real yogurt at its best.

Debbie Tannenbaum
"Smokey and the Bandit"
stars an 18-wheel tractor-trailer
rig and a Trans Am racing
against police cars and motorcycles down highways and
'. fields. Of course, the Trans Am
wins. It is the only vehicle
which, up to the last scene, has
all its parts and is as glistening
as the day it came off the
assembly line. The police cars
are totally dismembered.
Jackie Gleason has a major
role as a Texan sheriff who is a
slovenly stereotype. He chases
his prospective daughter-in-law
played by Sally Fields, a forgetable character. She rides with
the good-looking mannequin,
Burt Reynolds. Of course he
drives the Trans Am.
"Smokey and the Bandit" will"
be shown at 8 pm in room 200
. Lucas Hall for 51 with an UMSL
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GBHe'v270--------~---------from p ••2
the people 'in this show. We're
currents. I plan on working with
her (Sheridan). Our relationship
is both artist-tocartist and mother-to-child. She has more experience, but she likes and appre~iates our ·vitality;"
Snodgrass agreed with Crane
and added, "Sonia is more of a
teacher, helping other people."
Snodgrass considers her art to
be the most radical in the
eight-artist group. "Mine is the
least straight. It complies in

format, presentation, framing
and more traditional means. It
stresses a lot of interaction by
the viewer.';
Snodgrass uses technology to
"see change, to create, to watch
time change. Technology is being able to develop things more
rapidly, to go through more
images. I am close to the
machine and close to the material."
Crane (who has an exhibit in .
the stairwell near Gallery 210)
views his art as being a means

Key----------------------from p. 12

TALENT: Judy GObert Is putlclpatlaa III the t.leat aboweue
apoaaored by Stadeat AetIvItIea [photo by Do Swuaer).

. Much of the fascination with
both of his books stems from
Key's use of offbeat, and often
shocking, examples of the seduction techniques. He has found
"sex" . embeds on the front page
of the "New York Times," in
Drano and Crest ads, and in a
1917 Norman Rockwell print
which appeared on the cover of
the "Saturday Evening Post."
Also included in the book is a
revealing photo insert, explaining and illustrating these techniqu«:s. But the constant flipping

of pages makes for clumsy
reading and slow comprehension.
Key bases many of his conclusions on Freudian psychology
and labels nearly every exploitative tool as anal, oral or oedipal,
This becomes trying and repetitious.
Key's "Subliminal Seduction," will be presented October
18 at 11';45 am in the J.C.
Penney Auditorium. The lecture,
sponsored by the University
Program Board, is free.

of communication. "I like to
work in places where people can
interact, open spaces. I'm very
interested in communicating
with people. I like to communicate something; carryon a
rapport, not creat alienation.
The artist is reflecting many
aspects of society and giving
direct information back to society," she said.
"Generative Systems" will be
on exhibit at Gallery 210 until
the end of this month.

All the
culture

youllever

need

THE RING
YOU
FOREVER
WILL SAVE YOU $10
RIGHT NOW.

JOSrEN'S NATIONAL COL' FGE

RING MEl. OCTOBER 16-21.

If this is the year you want to
start wearing your college ring,
this is the best week to buy it.
After all, a college ring may
be forever and ever, bu t ten
bucks-that's for right now.
So be here for the third
annual Josten's t'Jational College
Ring Week and $10 Discount,
starting Monday, October 16 and
running through Saturday,
October 21.
The $10 discount applies to your
school's entire selection of Josten's

D

College Rings, the only ring with
Josten's Full Lifetime Warranty.
And besides saving $10,
you get these deluxe feat~es
included in the standard
Josten's ring price-no extra
cost! Choose: White or
Yellow Gold • Sunburst Stone
.' .' ". '.
or Birthstone • Full Name
. .• . ..... .
Engraving or Facsimile
sIgnature. Even Encrusting, where
ring design allows. No extra charge.
If you're going to do it, do it now.
At the bookstore.

UMSL BOOKSTORE

D

All natural,
creamy, full of fruit
BREYER&
Real yogurt
at its best.
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SPECIAL PERFORMANCE II 3 weeks ONLY

12782 OLIVE ST. RD.
BELLRIVE PLAZA
CREVE COEUR, MISSOURI 63141
434·4880

---------------Dim!?
------------------------------The

1765 NEW FLORISSANT ROAD
FLORISSANT, MISSOURI 63031
838-3885
5603 HAMPTON
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63109
353-0600
825 MANCHESTER

26 BALLWI N PLAZA
BALLWIN, MISSOURI

227-4060

DESIGNS ARE CREATED BY FASHION LEADERS
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sports
U. of Dayton wins UMSL
volleyball tournament
Jeff Kuchno

The University of Dayton emerged as the victor with a 15-8, .
15-13, 15-12 win over EIU,
(Eastern DIinois University)
on October 7-8 at the invitational
volleyball tournament hosted by
the Riverwomen.
UMSL was eliminated by Kansas
State in the opening round
among the twelve midwestern
colleges and universities.
UMSL coach Gary Custer was
quite pleased with the performance by his girls. "We improved considerably since the beginning of the season," he said.
"Kansas State is a very good
team, coming from the Big
Eight."

After defeating UMSL, the
Kansas Wildcats ' advanced to
the semifinal round where they
were pitted against Eastern minois. Kansas State was defeated
by EIU 15-7, 15-13, 15-12, and
Custer said he believes his team
had a lot to do with that result.
"We gave Kansas State a
very tough game," said Custer
proud]y. "They had to play very
hard in order to beat us, and I
think they were a little bit tired
when they went up against
Eastern Illinois."
If the way UMSL played
throughout the tourney gave any
indication as to what the future
has in store for the women,
then Custer's optimism is justi-

fied. The Riverwomen did very
well in pool play, which determined the eight out of twelve
teams that advanced to the
single elimination tourney.
UMSL began pool competition
'by defeating Chicago State 1512, 15-12. The Riverwomen"Were
then defeated by Iowa State,
who were 3-0 in pool p]ay, by a
score of 15-9, 2-15, 15-1. Finally,
the Riverwomen reached the
final eight by defeating Bradley
U., 15-9, 12-15, 15-5,
With a match record of 5-9,
the Riverwomen traveled to Columbia, Mo. last night where
they competed against UMC
UMKC.
The Riverwomen will host
another invitational Oct. 27-28.

and

CHAMPIONS: UMSL co-captains
and Dennis Murphy
pose with . the champlonshJp trophy of the Sunblazer Soccer Classic
[photo by Dan Swanger.]

Rivermen capture Sunblazer soccer Classic
Greg Kav01ll'll8
It was unfortunate for the
McKendree College Bearcats
that they folJowed SIU-Edwardsville on UMSL's soccer schedule.
After suffering a humiliating
shutout defeat at the hands of
. the nationally-ranked Cougars
two weeks ago , the UMSL
Rivermen played McKendree
last Wednesday and came away
with their first shutout of the
season, clearly controlling the
game and easily taming the
llIinois team. The victory haIted
McKendree's four game winning
streak.
Head coach Don Dallas, who
has never had a losing season at
UMSL, thought his team played
with great intensity. "After last
Sunday's loss at SIU, we were
really fired up and played very
well a2ainst McKendree," he
said. Pat Sullivan, sports information director, echoed those
sentiments. "From the outset,
the Rivermen were clearly in full
control, and we substituted quite

freely in the second half."
Freshman standout, Keith
Grassi scored an unusual unassisted goal at 18:39 of the first
half to give UMSL the lead. The
shot deflected off a McKendree
player and caromed into the net.
Freshman Tim FarrelJ, who
helped Aquinas win the high
school state championship last
season, scored at 36:22 with an
assist from yet another freshman, Mike Bess. Lew English
gave UMSL a 3-0 halftime lead
with an unassisted score at
37:48. The goal was English's
first this year.
"The team was very emotional. The guys were all talking it
up and encouraging each other," said Sullivan. "After the
first goal, it was just icing on
the cake."
Joe Seidel, with an assist by
team captain Nick Traina, boomed a 30-footer at 50:37 to make
the score 4-0, which is the way
the game ended. Dale Jeffery
subbed for regular goalie Dennis

Murphy in the second half to
preserve the shutout.
Two days later UMSL traveled
to Miami, Florida to compete in
the Sunblazer Soccer Classic.
The four team field also included
Florida Tech, Florida international and Biscayne College.
In first round action on Saturday , UMSL defeated Florida
Tech 2-0, while Florida international annihilated Biscayne 8-l.
Almost the entire Rivermen
team saw action in the game as
Mike Flecke provided both

scores to ensure the victory.
"UMSL has a good soccer
reputation and that's why we
were invited down to Florida,"
Dallas said, "Both Florida Tech
and Florida International are
strong Southern Division II
schools. Florida Internationa]
,has two boys from Lewis &
Clark on their squad," he said,
"They (Florida schools) are always looking at St. Louis talent."
Against tough Florida Interna-

tional on Sunday, F1ecke scored
on a brilliant diving header to
give UMSL a 1-0 lead.
- Goalie Dennis Murphy played
splendidly and Flecke ' s score
stood up to win the game and
the tournament. Boasting his
third consecutive shutout, Murphy displays a nifty 1.7 goals
against average per game on the
season.
UMSL's record now stands at
5-3-1 and they travel across
lI1inois this Sunday afternoon to
•~e.et Evansville University.

RfJSSEll SHERMAN
Pianilf

Basketball tryouts
Tryouts for the 1978-79 Men's
Varsity basketball team will be
held next Tuesday, Oct. 17, and
Thursday, Oct. 19, coach Chuck
Smith has announced.

Tryouts will be held on the
main floor of the Mark Twain
building from 7-8pm. All UMSL
students who are interested in
playing basketball may attend.

",

closed
for lNinter
the famolare
hi-up

.NOVEMBER 3,1978, 8:30p.m.
J.C. PENNEY AUDITORIUM
PROGRAM:

sun" mahogany. whiskey kid $5

-

timothy's too famolare shop
284

pla~a

frontenac. (314) 569-0050

also at timothy's!
It ·

174 st, clair squBPe
(61
,632-1050

Sonata in D Minor, "The Tempest"
. Beethoven
12 Transcendental Etudes
Liszt

TICKETS:
$3.50 UMSL Students/$4.50 UMSL Faculty &
Staff/$5.50 Public; on sale at the University Center
Information Desk.
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Tim Tettambel: He gets the job done
Jeff Kuchno
Determination. Desire. Hustle.
These are only a few words that
pertain to the style of play
exhibited by Tim Tettambel, a
sophomore forward on the
UMSL Rivermen soccer team.
Many other words could be
used to described Tettambel's
play, but he lets his actions on
the soccer field speak for them-'
selves.
Tettambel, a six-foot, 150

pound speedster, was the third
leading scorer last year as a
freshman .
Through the first six games of
this season, Tettambel led the
team in scoring with four goals
and three assists.
However, Tettambel was not
an instant success. It took him
many years of hard work to get
where he is today. Those years
include eight at St. Timothy, a
small Catholic parish in south
St. Louis County and four at

CBC High School.
It was during those twelve
years that Tettambel developed
the necessary skill and intensity
for the game of soccer. His
development, though, was enhanced by the able guiding of
his coaches.
Most players have never been
exposed to the excellent coaching that Tettambel has. At St.
Tim's, Tettambel was tutored by
Bill Eppy, a former Olympic
~occer player. Tettambel came
into his ow~ at CBC and he
gives a lot of credit to Terry
Michler, who roamed the sidelines during Tettambel's four
year stint with the Cadets.
Eppy, who is the father of
UMSL sophomore fullback Tom
Eppy, coached Tettambel and
his teammates to the CYC
league championship in 1964
and 1972. "He taught us the
basic fundamentals:' said the
slender Tettambel. As for Michler, Tettambel had nothing but
praise. "He is probably the best
high school coach in the area,"
said Tettambel, "He is just
great. One of the best ever at
CBC."
Tettambe1's eyes lit up as he
recalled his career at CBC, "My
freshmen year was spent on the
B-team. 1 wasn't much of a goal
scorer, but I just concentrated
on getting the job done.
.
"During my sophomore year,
'1 was a
man on the

varsity . I was sort of a twelfth
man. We had a fair team that
year , but the big thrill was
beating St. Louis U. High, our
·arch rivals, " he said.
His junior year, though, was
quite a disappointment. "We
had an unexpectedly bad year.
We had a lot of good soccer
players on our team, but we just
had difficulty winning."
Then came Tettambel's senh;iyear. It was the year he had
long been yearning for.
"It (the '76 team) was probably the best team CBC has had
since the mid 1960's. The coaching really came through as we
tried a new system and it
worked," said Tettambel.
CBC lost to St. Mary's in the state playoff, but Tettambel still considered the season a
success. "The morale was extremely high. We were mentally
prepared for every game."

Schiff, a student at UMSL and
Tettambel' s card-playing mate
has a Doberman Pincherwho responds to the name of Sir
Marcus Allen' Dillinger I. Schiff
has brought his dog to several of
UMSL's home games this season
in an effort to inspire Tettambel
and his teammates. The first
time he brought Dillinger, "I
scored one goal," said Tettambel. "The second time he
brought him, 1 scored two
goals." Unfortunately, the third
time Schiff brought Dillinger,
Tettambel was shutout. So much
for superstition.
Tettambel, however, also has
a dog. He owns a black Labrador
Retriever
named
Bullet.
"Whenever 1 give Bullet a bone
on the day of a game, 1 usually
play pretty well," he said. "Last
Wednesday against McKendree,
1 forgot to give Bullet his bone
and 1 played a terrible game that
night." So there might be some
Mental preparation is some- validity to Tettambel's superstition after all.
thing Tettambel is a strong
Tettambel is not as concerned,
believer in. He believes in
though,
about superstitiousness
"psyching" himself up for every
game. He offered a bit of as he is about team success.
advice in the art of psyching "My long range goal is to make
oneself up. "I get psyched up it through college and then tum
for every game by skipping class ' pro. But for now, my goal is to
and playinlZ cards," he said improve and help the team so
jokingly, "Just kidding, big D" that we can make it to the
playoffs," he said.
(Coach Don Dallas).
As long as Tettambel keeps
One other characteristic of
the job done, those goals
getting
Tettambel's is his superstitiousness, which is corrollated to could very well become attainable.
David
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How Many Ads S.e duced· You Today?

Wednesday, October 18, 1978 11:45 am.
'J.C. PENNEY AUDITORIUM.
NO ADMISSION CHARGE
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"IIKO, APARTHEID
AND THE CRISIS
IN SOUTH AFRICA!~
Donald Woods made world headlines in 1977 when
he escaped from his native South Africa. As
editor of the Daily Dispatch he had been a
vigorous opponent of apartheid and had lead the
world outcry against the murder of Steve Biko.

Nov:1, 197 8; 11:4 5a.rn.
J. C. Pe nne y Au d ito r i urn.
Presented by the University Program Board; financed with Student Activity .Funds.

12-STRING AND

BOTTLENECK GUITARIST

LEO KOTTKE
IN

CONCERT.

E

27,1978;

8:30p.m.
U
ORIUM
UMSL Students$4.00 Faculty& Staff$5.00
Public 6• 0 0
PRESENTED BY THE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD,
FINANCED WITH STUDENT ACTIVITY FUNDS.
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